There is so much exciting and well-produced disability media available today. The challenge comes in knowing where to find it, what to pick and how to use it.

For our valued customers and friends, we are providing a monthly media recommendation that you can use in your trainings, classrooms, and share with your networks.

We appreciate your business and hope you think of us as a trusted source.

Best,
Alice Elliott, Director,
Welcome Change Productions
www.welcomechange.org

Our dreams, our challenges, and our abilities are all uniquely ours to cherish, to face, and to embrace.

Quote of the Month

“I don’t think I’d change a thing. You can do everything you ever wanted to do just with some help. It means anything’s possible that you want to go after.”

- Tommy Hollenstein

Media of the Month

Three Dreams

Watch the piece here.

(02:50)

We are all remarkably unique. We have wonderfully varied inspirations, hopes, fears, dreams, and challenges. In this short, simple piece we are introduced to Mickey, who once aspired to be a hang gliding pilot; Chad, who found the creative outlet he needed in magic; and Tommy, who’s been moved to paint since he was very young. Each has his own challenge to face and embrace - and their stories have inspired us to take on our own!

Three Reasons Why This is Worth Watching

1. It’s short and sweet - driving straight to the point, but still managing to be elegant and thoughtful.
2. It’s beautifully shot. The film does an excellent job of inviting you into each man’s dream, so to speak.
3. The focus of the piece is the incredible things these people do - not the disabilities that have posed
challenges for them.

We hope you find this Media and Disability information useful. If you know of media that you think should be featured in our newsletter, feel free to let us know!

Alice Elliott,
Director, Welcome Change Productions
director@welcomechange.org
www.welcomechange.org